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For Scott Hefner, a Senior Associate in our Charlotte office, no two days are alike in the
world of Subrogation and Recovery. This variety is what attracted Scott to the practice
area and what keeps him constantly learning. Scott’s experience includes a fire loss at a
manufacturing facility that he favorably resolved with damages exceeding $11 million.
Scott also effectively settled a case which involved unmarked underground utilities that
were damaged during construction activities. He is also adept at handling construction
defect issues, including a case where the contractor failed to properly attach the roof to
the insured’s home. In general, Scott’s litigation experience covers commercial disputes,
catastrophic losses, construction defects, and product liability matters. Some losses are
relatively small, others are staggering, but in every case, his priority is obtaining the best
resolution for the client.
Scott enjoys the intellectual sparring of making arguments and countering them. An avid
history buff, Scott’s interest in the Civil War and World War II has taught him that correct
positioning and strategy is the key to success. He uses this knowledge and his skill set to
lay out carefully crafted plans for his clients, keeping them updated at every turn.
Supporting people in need both near and far, Scott is an active member of his community.
He is currently assisting his church with the planning and opening of a thrift store that will
help fund an orphanage and school in Kenya. Scott also provides pro bono representation
for victims of domestic violence through Safe Alliance and free legal advice to North
Carolina Legal Aid recipients through the Lawyer on the Line program.
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